
STUDY ON THE DEFINITION OF MOTIVATED FORGETTING

Motivated forgetting is also defined as a form of conscious coping strategy. forgetting is interference theory, which
suggests that subsequent learning of more .

The results of the previous investigation did not support this account Ramirez et al. But once the course was
over, students at risk for motivated forgetting both quickly forgot what they learned in class and consciously
avoided thinking about their course experience. Sociologist attribute this learning loss primarily to inadequate
access to resources and formal opportunities to learn math during the rest period Heyns, ; Cooper et al.
Stopping encoding may disrupt the consolidation of traces already formed, and also prevent further reflection
on the experience that would enhance its longevity. Regression models predicting the math residual score and
the fall math achievement. This interpretation would help explain why children with high math
self-perceptions showed reduced growth as a function of math anxiety. At the end of the quarter, students
completed their final exam per usual which served as a baseline measure of acquired knowledge. The
participants are asked to remember all the words they studied. The representation of this context and its
association to a stimulus form a fundamental feature of episodic memory of the stimulus. All of the sessions
were completed on school grounds. If children under threat are truly forgetting, then I predict that they should
show greater negative residual achievement scores and a higher probability of belonging to a group of children
who show losses in their math achievement from fall to spring. This usually occurs in short term memory. I
begin by examining reduced math achievement growth using standardized residuals produced from a model of
fall math achievement predicting spring math achievement. For example, the selective rehearsal account
emphasises processes acting on to-be-remembered items, which are rehearsed more extensively and
elaborately when the cue to remember is given. People limit the time they spend thinking about unpleasant
experiences, a process that begins during encoding, but that continues when cues later remind someone of the
memory. It is therefore extremely important to consider the credibility of the witness and accused in making a
decision regarding guiltiness of the defendant. Prior research finds that extensive rest periods, in both summer
and winter, can lead children to lose recently gained knowledge von Hippel,  Given that all children undergo a
winter break period in the middle of the school year, I predict that children who are at risk for motivated
forgetting will show standardized spring achievement scores that are below what we would expect given their
fall math achievement i. I discuss other future directions below. Retrieval suppression is a way to stop
negative memories from surfacing onto our brain. This study employs both approaches to studying forgetting.
One particular case of a soldier who had undergone treatment method involving motivated forgetting was
usually happy but had sudden lapse of depression. This is also called false memory syndrome. This rule is to
be used by the court as deemed necessary by the Judge of that case. Author Contributions The author confirms
being the sole contributor of this work and approved it for publication. Cue independence: the tendency for
suppression-induced forgetting to generalise to novel test cues other than the one originally used as a cue
during retrieval suppression. Item-method directed forgetting Item-method directed forgetting has a long
tradition in cognitive psychology [4]. However, repressed memories, although repressed, have been known to
influence behavior, dreams, decision making, emotional response and so on. Parents who consented for their
child to be involved also completed a short questionnaire that included demographic items. Therefore, legal
decision-makers in each case need to evaluate the credibility of allegations that may go back many years.
When reminded of negative events, we are not well disposed towards them and we deliberately limit their
tenure in awareness. HCSA refers to allegations of child abuse having occurred several years prior to the time
at which they are being prosecuted. That is, children with higher on math anxiety and math self-perceptions
had a spring math W-score that was lower than what we should expect given fall math achievement.


